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The Treasure  

(Adal De Morcey’s memory of the Shenwhe collection) 

 

Type Description Fence Price 

Mask Del Falavian’s mask. A city founder, 8 generations wore it. 20,000 

Mask Solzarion mask, symbolic mask of the city’s warleader in the Age of 

Flowers. Lost in the Flight of Roses, recovered in Harrowfaust 300 

years ago. 

20,000 

Mask Nevya’s Benevolence. Traditional mask of the mistress of the Golden 

King in the Age of Flowers, worn by many women.  

15,000 

Painting “Cityscape of Blood.” Mad genius painter Treklin was the first Iron 

Principalities master to tint his paints with blood. This serene cityscape 

depicts a much-smaller Setine in about 4,600. 

35,000 

Painting “King Dudoria, Savior.” Portrait of the Caligarian prince that 

conquered Setine in 4,583. Depicted in velvet and armor, with a shadow 

of Slithian Vor praising him in the background. Wegstraed painted it. 

20,000 

Painting “My Lady Anreal.” Portrait of Platinum King Veldrann’s cousin 

during the Age of Flowers, by Vess Elevard. 

10,000 

Magic Painting “The Polite Guests.” A bevy of curtsying women with bosoms, they 

bow when someone claps sharply twice in their arena. Eccentric 

commission of the Platinum King Veldrann in the Age of Flowers, by 

Nurekkis. 

50,000 

Painting Group Works of Durn Levettri. This eccentric Scarabaen painter was a 

sponsored artist for Prince Valsoch after the Relmeenos siege. He 

painted pictures of the people and the city of that era. 7 paintings, each 

worth an average of 8,000 (56,000). As a set, 70,000.  

“Children in Rosewater.” “Vigilant Fleet.” “Burying Ground.” “Six 

Shades.” “Palace Ascendant.” “Soldiers at Rest.” “Whetstone.” 

70,000 

Jewelry Group Nightamber Collection. Necklace with purple amber and silver, 

flecked with platinum. (10,000) Two rings (4,000 each) and bracelet 

(5,000) match it. 25,000 for the set. 

25,000 

Sculpture “King Veldrann’s Death Mask.” Plaster cast from his face, rendered 

in gold with platinum highlights and gems. 

30,000 

Jewelry “Melrian Tiara.” The Melrian House had royal blood, and their 

eligible matriarch was often the queen. The tiara of diamonds and 

moonsilver was crafted by the fey, and passed down to debutantes. 

20,000 

Magic Jewelry “Yatha’s Gatekey.” Yatha was the chief spy of the Golden King 

during the Age of Flowers, 5,400. He had a golden key enchanted to 

open any lock within Setine’s walls by touching it. 

20,000 

Painting Group “Gate Plans.” Vokra the Solid made the sculptures on the Silver Gate, 

now long reduced to rubble. These sketches were from his planning 

stages, they show his process of designing the gate sculptures. 

10,000 

Sculpture “Thanalia Triumphant.” ½ life size statue of Thanalia, rose marble 

and quartz, with an anvil. Striking a pose in strong wind, an 

adventurous piece that was on display in the palace before the 

Deathfleet came. It was recovered 20 years ago in Midian. 

15,000 

Painting “Lord of Battle.” A true master, Lelvrukaan (a mask) painted this in 

Ulverland while in exile, in 5,716. Depicts Hakhan overborn by death 

gods. It is disturbing. 

10,000 
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Magic Painting “Blooms.” This simply titled painting was Nurekkis’ masterpiece, and 

it hung in the palace feast hall. When Setine fell, it disappeared, and 

was acquired in an Ulverland noble’s castle 400 years ago. It depicts a 

beautiful array of roses that bud at the dawn, bloom at noon, reach full 

glory at dusk, and drop their petals at 2 in the morning. Pixies are 

playfully visible at times, not at other times, and the detail and color 

distinguish this as one of the greatest works of Setinian art. 

60,000 

Coins All Inclusive Setinian Coin Set. This wooden case contains a sample 

of every coinage Setine ever produced. Setine has not struck its own 

coin since 5,700 and the Flight of Roses, but all forms of locally 

produced money before that time are represented. There are 312 coins 

total in the set. 

50,000 

Mask 

Collection 

Dorloya Family Masks. All the noble family’s masks for 12 

generations, totaling 58 masks. On average, each is worth about 5,000 

but as a set of the entire noble line from the first to the last is more. 

(Shenwhe used a 2 story wall to display these, hanging them on a 

painted family tree with names and relations.) 

80,000 

Sculpture King’s Crystal.  The Garden of Earthly Delights had a tower for 

visiting royalty to use. All the surviving pieces of the crystal set from 

that tower were looted after the Flight of Roses, and added to the 

Shenwhe collection from a noble in Midian 150 years ago. All are 

marked with the Platinum King sigil, of exquisite craftsmanship. 

15,000 

Magic Bottle Ice Wine. This elegant bottle still faintly radiates chill and magic, full 

of the impossibly aqua blue liquid known as Ice Wine. It was given to 

Orias Felkra as a gift from the Platinum King to reward his valor in 

slaying a giant. Felkra put it on display in his estate, it was looted after 

the Flight of Roses, but somehow this sample remained intact until 

purchased 400 years ago. 

10,000 

Jewelry Group The Signet Collection. 18 signet rings of noble houses of ancient 

Setine. Worth an average of 4,000 each. 

75,000 

Silverware Electrum Pinchcracker Set. This elaborate setting of plates, dishes, 

bowls, and crabmeat extracters has enough complete settings for 8, and 

partial settings for the set’s intended 12. Pity it is not complete! It was 

used to feast visiting wizards in the Electrum Tower at its height. 

25,000 

 

Total: 685,000 in black market prices. Easily x10 on the open market. 

 

 

 


